
WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not for children under 3 years.

Connect two wood strips
(2) with two round bars (12).
Glue the top of bars before
insert into strips if needed.

Glue the long wood block
(1), small wood block (3)
and small wood strip (7)
together to complete the
plane body and tail.

You need to push backward when you want to move forward. When you're

walking down the street, your feet push back against the sidewalk to move you

forward. In a car, the wheels do something similar by kicking back against the

road. But what about the propellers that power airplanes?

A propeller is a machine that moves you forward through a fluid (a liquid or

gas) when you turn it. It has several twisted blades poking out at angles from a

central hub, spun around by an engine or motor. Propeller produces lift in a

forward direction, a force we refer to as thrust. Its rotary motion through the air

creates a difference in air pressure between the front and back surfaces of its

blades. This pressure difference pushes the plane forward.

Rotating Propellers
Propeller Plane

Scan QR code to watch video instruction, or visit:
xworkbox.com/pages/rotating-propellers



Contact X Support Team
support@xworkbox.com

Use the shorter steel rod (11)
to install two wheels on the
back end. Adjust parts until
wheels can move freely.

Use the longer steel rod (10)
and two shaft sleeves (13)
to install the other two
wheels on the front end.
Adjust parts until wheels
can move freely.

Connect motor (4) and
battery holder (6).

Glue the wings from step 1
on the main body.

Insert propeller (5) on
motor shaft. Insert two
AA batteries and test. If
winds blow forward
instead of backward,
switch wires on the
motor. Test the plane on
hard surface. If the
plane doesn’t move,
double check to make
sure wheels can move
freely.

Use double sided tape to
stick the battery holder
and motor on the main
body. Apply zip tie (15) on
the motor to tie it firmly.

Follow us and share your
projects with us: XWORKBOX

Stick two wood blocks (3)
under the main body using
glue. Beware of hole
positions.

Make four wheels by
attaching tires (9) around
wheels (8).

Donot touch the
bladeswhen they
are running.



Vacuum Cleaner

The simplest way to explain how a vacuum
cleaner can suck up debris is to think of it like a
straw. When you take a sip of drink through a
straw, the action of sucking creates a negative air
pressure inside the straw. A negative air pressure
is lower than the pressure of the surrounding
atmosphere.

A vacuum cleaner uses an electric motor that
spins a fan and creates a region of low pressure
inside its pipe, and the outside air pushes dust
and dirt into the pipe.

Use screw (7) to affix two
wood blocks (2, 3) and
motor holder (6) to make
the vacuum cleaner’s
holder.

Glue together the long
wood strip (1) and the
vacuum cleaner’s holder
from step 1.

Connect battery holder (10)
and motor (5) with two
wires (11, 12).

Tips: To attach wires to the motor,
insert wire through the hole on
the motor, fold the wire back onto
itself and twist it together.

Scan QR code to watch video instruction, or visit:
xworkbox.com/pages/rotating-propellers
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Stick battery holder using
double sided tapes (9).
Push the motor into the
motor holder.

Cut a water bottle (top 1/3
part; harder bottle is
better). Use a rubber band
(8) to tie filter net (13) on
the bottom. We use this
filter net to block debris.

Stick water bottle on wood
strip using double sided
tapes or rubber bands.

Follow us and share your
projects with us: XWORKBOX

Contact X Support Team
support@xworkbox.com

Time to test! Test your DIY
vacuum cleaner with small
shredded paper or other
light things.

Insert fan (4) on motor
shaft and install two AA
batteries in battery holder.

Test it. The wind should
blow backward. If not,
switch wires on the motor.

Donot touch the blades
when they are running.


